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soil surfaces with little coarse rocko Coupled with the high frequency of snow margins, 
a winter use or possibly use on sticky mud (wet meadows ?) may be suggested. The 
plain shoes are from saddle horse sized animals and give the impression of the type 
of farriery associated with 11cow ponies" where reasonable speed and agility are desired 
and work is primarily confined to fields and meadow land. On the other hand, the 
three shoes with calking, i.e., roughshod, indicate need for increased traction; this 
coupled with wide webs on two suggest use on slippery, rough and/or steep surfaces 
or for pulling wagons. As pointed out above, one in this group is from a light draft 
horse. 

As can be seen in Table 1, a number (12 or 63%) of the Ridge Village shoes 
exhibit abnormal wear patterns. This wear is characterized by one example of 
"paddling" to the outside, a fault in gait (see Adams 1962:15-17), two examples of side 
wear, and ten with varying degrees of toe dragging. In the latter cases, this means 
the animal was either stumbling frequently or dragging the foot instead of lifting it off 
the ground. Toe dragging reflects unsound animals and was likely due to advanced age 
and/ or a general "broken down II condition due to abuse, age or injury. The number of 
such animals reflected in the sample is quite high and leads one to suspect the inhab
itants of the village were recipients of castoffs from the nearby ranch operations or, 
in one case, possibly from the Army. 

In normal farriery practices the shoes are pulled and reset or replaced every 
six weeks or so due to the constant growth of the hoof. The Ridge Village horsemen 
appear to have neglected this practice in a number of cases; the shoes are worn very 
thin and several have either broken or have sections abraded away from being left on 
too long. There are also specimens present that are not badly worn and may well 
have been retained for further use. A certain amount of foot care and reshoeing are 
suggested by the presence of a pair of hoof nippers, a rasp for dressing down hooves 
and a makeshift forge formed from a metal barrel (Ambro 1972:92-93). A 1'Northwest" 
brand horseshoe nail (#498) was also present in the collection. 

Farriery at Pottery Hill 

The sample of horseshoes from Pottery Hill is somewhat smaller, 11 specimens 
representing four front and seven hind shoes. Post-depositional preservation is 
generally good, but use wear on several has removed certain attributes. Saddle horse 
sized animals are represented and can be divided into plain and calked shoes. Unlike 
Ridge Village, rough shoes are in the majority; nine examples have calks, while only 
two are smooth. Six have toe clips still present, eight have medium webs and two have 
wide webs. All have straight margins. One specimen (73-1-188f) appears to have 
thick or swell heels and rolling toe as used in the Army (see Asmus 1946 :2 0, figures 
116, 117). As with the two previously mentioned shoes suspected of being made to 
cavalry design, final determination must await access to additional comparative material. 

Six shoes exhibit normal wear patterns and five have varying degrees of wear due 
to toe dragging. Several are worn out indicating retention on the foot too long. One 
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